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Cameo DataHub 19.0 SP1 is now equipped with more extensive capabilities, especially for Rational DOORS Data Sources, which encompass the 
enhanced support of DOORS module view to facilitate displaying information and changing data perspectives while creating Data Sources as objects 
and importing them to MagicDraw by a simple dragging operation, a more flexible way of designing nodes' labels you can customize through property 
values, additional seamless support of RTF (rich-text file) and OLE (object linking and embedding) for text styles, image, and other objects when 
copying elements to MagicDraw, and effective exporting schema map as new mapping templates. Get it today on   or contact your sales nomagic.com
representative, and don't forget to give us your feedback on   or  . Also, please check the latest  and additional .Twitter Facebook documentation resources

DOORS module view support
Customizable module and object labels in DataHub Explorer
RTF and OLE support
Exporting schema maps as new templates

DOORS module view support

In Rational DOORS, you can now apply the filter that controls the display of particular 
information in the content section. This new DataHub service pack also allows you to save 
the information into views. You can deploy views to quickly switch data perspectives. 
DataHub can now support the flat-hierarchy Module View you can create a Data Source 
(without links) that represents objects of a particular view. It is also possible to import all 
objects into MagicDraw by dragging either the Module View Data Source or each node 
individually into MagicDraw models to synchronize the Module View. When more objects 
are added into the view, DataHub can additionally synchronize them into MagicDraw. Learn
more about creating module view Data Sources >>

Creating a Data Source representing objects of a particular view.
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The created DOORS Module View Data Source.
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Customizable module and object labels in DataHub Explorer

Cameo DataHub 19.0 SP1 now has another capability of designing labels of modules and 
objects for Rational DOORS Data Sources that allows you to create labels from appending 
one or more property values and additional text. Learn how to customize module and 
object labels in DataHub Explorer >>

Customizing a label of the modules and objects for a DOORS Data Source.

A DOORS Data Source with the customized module and object labels.
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RTF and OLE support

Additionally included in Cameo DataHub 19.0 SP1 is RTF and OLE support that allows you 
to seamlessly and smoothly copy elements in the DOORS Data Source along with text 
styles, image, and other OLE objects, e.g., Embedded Excel spreadsheet and Words files, 
from Rational DOORS to MagicDraw. Learn more about enabling and disabling RTF and 
OLE support for text style and image >>

RTF text styles and image as an OLE object are copied from Rational DOORS to 
MagicDraw.
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Exporting schema maps as new templates

You can now export the previously defined mappings of particular modules as new 
templates for Rational DOORS Data Sources to be effective when importing new modules. 
Learn how to export schema maps as new templates >>
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Selecting the pre-mapped object property in the Schema Map Manager dialog.

Changing the selected map to generic type to export schema map as a new template.
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Cameo DataHub documentation

Cameo DataHub Documentation

Other resources

Modeling Community Blogs
Modeling Community Forum
Webinars
FAQ
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